Introduction
We present a real-time multi-modal dialogue system for conversations with intelligent autonomous systems -in this case a robot helicopter, or UAV ('Unmanned Aerial Vehicle') [1] . The system operates over a dynamic environment, which supercedes the standard travel-planning dialogue system domain in its complexity. In particular, interactions with such a system are not scriptable in advance, and rely on mixed-initiative in conversation. The interface's main feature is a theoretically motivated dialogue manager (see [2] ), and it is implemented using Nuance, Gemini, and Festival language technologies under the Open Agent Architecture (see e.g. [4] ). It interprets spoken language and map-gesture inputs as commands, queries, responses, and declarations to the robot, and generates synthesized speech and graphical output to express the robot's responses, questions, and reports about situations as they unfold in the environment.
Components and Features of the Dialogue System
We use a hub-based architecture (OAA 2) with the following software agents: NL ("natural language"): a wrapper to SRI's Gemini parser and generator using a grammar for human-robot conversation developed at CSLI Speech Recogniser: a wrapper to a Nuance speech recognition server using a language model compiled directly from the Gemini grammar (with the consequences that every recognised utterance has a logical form, and that every logical form can be mapped to a surface string) TTS ("text-to-speech"): a wrapper to the Festival 1.4.1 speech synthesiser, for robot speech output GUI: an interactive map display of the current operating environment which displays route plans, waypoints, locations of vehicles including the robot, and allows deictic reference (i.e. mouse pointing) by the user Dialogue Manager: co-ordinates multi-modal inputs from the user, interprets dialogue moves made by the user and robot, updates and maintains the dialogue context, handles robot reports and questions, and sends speech and graphical outputs to the user Robot Control and Report: translates commands and queries from the dialogue interface into commands and queries to the robot, and vice-versa for reports and queries received from the robot. Uses a realtime CORBA layer.
Variants of some of these components (i.e. Gemini, Nuance, Festival) have been used in other dialogue systems, notably SRI's CommandTalk [4] and NASA's Personal Satellite Assistant [3] . However, our system stands apart from these in its particular combination of complex dialogue capabilities (including Semantic Head-Driven generation)
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with multimodality over a dynamic operating environment. The core of our system, and its most innovative feature, is its dialogue manager (see [2] ). Figure 1 shows some of the system's dialogue capabilities. Further details concerning the demonstration version of the system (including video) are available at http:// www-csli.stanford.edu/semlab/witas/demo1/. Details of the dialogue manager can be found in [2] . The latest version of the system incorporates tree-based representations of dialogue state and tasks under discussion, and supports more complex dialogues, including task specification, revision, and management conversations.
